
 Introduction 
 

 
In a result of social and economic changes Poland has become a member of 

European Union in year 2004. That membership presented a lot of positive 
aspects, but also doubts, coming into existence together with Europeanization 
processes that influenced certain fields and areas of our lives. The 
Europeanization allowed to look through a complicated network of connections and 
relations between actors of national political life and international policy, as well as 
sub national.  

That analytic perspective focused on an adaptation of integration processes, 
mechanisms, processes and institutions of national policy, so it emphasized the 
force and range of national political and law systems’ penetration through an 
integration pressure. Europeanization embraced a lot of law fields, including a 
public procurement law and especially a system of imposing financial corrections. 

The public procurement law legislated in year 2004 was intended to introduce 
to Polish law system a union’s acquis communaitare. It appeared quite quickly that 
the law has a lot of defects which need to be eliminated by a method of 
amendment or a partial judicature. Researches that have been made and a 
conceptual framework in this paper show in what way elaborated theories and 
research methods contributed to an explanation of the main research problems 
that is an issue of financial corrections in the public procurement law’s system. 

Based on researches that have been done, it was possible to create (by an 
inductive method) some generalizations and to make comparative, long-term 
analysis, as well as to operationalize accepted by a legislator theoretical 
constructions. An institutional theory applied in this paper is a theoretical 
perspective that is the most often used in this field, reborn nowadays as a new 
institutionalism. 

An institutional view is constructed around a trivial assumption that institutions 
have an important meaning, especially in a context of ways in which a variety of 
institutional configurations influence political and legal conclusions. In a J. March’s 
and J. Olsen’s view, the new institutionalism can detect institutions also in informal 
rules, routines and conventions. 

In a rationalistic perspective, social life actors create institutions to accomplish 
through them their goals that would have been impossible to achieve without them. 
Instead of discursive considerations and new institutionalism the author gives a 
proposition of a strategic-relational view (through the usage of nomothetic and 
structural sciences’ methods) and its operationalization through Europeanization 
processes of the public procurement law and resulting from it consequences.  

Alternatively, the author tries to explain through analogy and exegesis 
methods arisen problems and attempts to anchor them in an appropriate place in 
the process of usage of the public procurement law in European projects. 

The political and partly lawful analysis conducted at work aims to solve a 
problem related to activity of institutions that shape the financial corrections’ usage 
policy in an aspect of Union’s resources’ spending control, pointing out new 
proceedings, which means examining given facts, consequences and processes of 
public procurement law’s Europeanization in a context of conducted proceedings 
for awarding the public contract by entities using the Union’s resources. 



Both of analyzes, the political and lawful one, are conducted with different 
tools, within a variety of approaches based on traditions coming from different 
positions and opinions. According to that, it should be accepted that the aim of 
conducted analyzes is to deliver convincing explanations and an attempt to 
formulate specified predictions. 

A behavioral approach is the main research current used in this paper. It 
focuses on examining a behavior of certain institutions that control the Union’s 
resources’ spending system. The Union’s resources’ spending control policy was 
tried to be closed in some system model that gives results of showing the 
importance of things occurring in an entrance and an exit. In this approach, the 
author tried to examine a political and legal process, consisted of three elements, 
which are: entrance, insides of the system and exit. In author’s opinion, by using 
the behavioral approach, an entrance has been presented – the entrance that is 
based on characteristics of the financial corrections’ system in the public 
procurement law. 

That action was supposed to give results based on an assumption whether 
the financial corrections’ system can be called an efficient tool of the Union’s 
resources’ spending control. However, starting with an assumption that the 
behavioral approach contains some defects and weaknesses, especially in 
literature it is accused of only “sliding” on surfaces of discussed phenomena

1
, the 

author made an attempt of outlining the examined perspective, so it made it easier 
to locate the discussed issue in a wider context.  

In this context, the author used a rational choice theory assuming that people 
are rational in their actions and officials transfer a logic of profits’ optimization and 
expenditures’ reduction from their private lives to actions in a public area

2
.  

The theory accepted by the author is some kind of result of a behavioral 
revolution. The author using the rational choice theory has tried to show that 
people, whose actions manifested themselves in following appropriate proceedings 
for a schedule of charges, implementing it and controlling Union’s resources 
spending, tried to optimize their own expenditures to expectations and some profits 
at the same time. 

A rationality of decisions made in this area was impregnated through a prism 
of their emotional states, which in turn lead the author to make an observation that 
decision – makers dealing with discussed issues, irrespective of a position in a 
social hierarchy and time, tried to take a path that would lead them to a rational 
choice of the most convenient solutions. In this context, introducing the national 
schedule of charges contrary to the Union’s one was just the easiest and most 
convenient way for a national legislator
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. 

Alternatively, the author made use of a game theory, which is autonomic to 
the rational choice theory. He tried to organize and systemize discussed empirical 
issues to formulate prognoses relating to a development of a public resources’ 
spending control system. Therefore, the author introduced rules of the game, 
players, their choices and their preferences.  
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Rules have been introduced as constant elements based on a deep 
rationalism, where a country is the player and made choices are sequences of 
country’s potential behaviors in a context of using an instrument in a form of the 
schedule of charges in proceedings for awarding the public contract in a context of 
spending the structural means of the European Union.  

Finally, the outlined theory and practice of state’s institutions activity made it 
possible to recognize its preferences in using the schedule of charges and in a 
strict control of spending Union’s resources. A constructed methodological 
apparatus allows to consider this elaboration in a nature of a quite wide political 
and legal study interleaved with economic elements.  

Therefore, this paper deals with the usage of financial corrections in unions’ 
projects as an efficient control tool of public resources’ spending. Due to the fact 
that corrections are inseparably related to auction proceedings, part of the paper is 
based on a legal layer, while the main axis of it claims for social sciences.  

An essential research aim of this elaboration is to revel a role and meaning of 
financial corrections in the Polish system of Union’s resources’ spending. First of 
all, the author tries to show specifics of the corrections and resulting from them 
financial consequences. 

A research hypothesis that is verified on the basis of empirical establishments 
and conducted researches is based on the assumption that the formed system of 
financial corrections, despite some weaknesses and drawbacks, can be 
considered as an effective tool for designers disciplining in a field of conducting 
auction proceedings.  

Despite that assumption, while taking into account objective factors that 
determine the introduction of the financial corrections’ system, it cannot be 
evaluated only in a positive way. A number of elements influences this fact. These 
elements are conditioned inter alia by political, legal and organizational contexts. 
However, to be able to prove the subject assumption, the author made an attempt 
to answer a few research questions: 

- Are financial corrections the only possible solution concerning the Union’s 
resources’ spending control and is it possible to introduce a new 
mechanism that would ensure the right public resources’ spending? 

- Why are financial corrections used only in auction proceedings and what 
influenced the legislator to sanction a way of using public procurements? 

- Are the established rates that rectify incorrect proceedings adequate to 
mistakes made by designers? 

- Is introducing a corrections’ instrument and adaptation of the national 
public procurement law to standards of the Union’s law a manifestation of 
the widely understood Europeanization? 

- What is the future and prognosis of using the corrections in the next period 
of programming embracing years 2014 – 2020? 

The construction of this paper has been subordinated to this notional 
apparatus and goal. It consists of a fundamental part including four chapters, 
introduction and summary. 

Chapter one: “Regional policy of the European Union and its instruments” 
focuses on an issue of public politics, which is a socio-economic cohesion (regional 
policy). The author introduced in it a genesis and a development of this policy and 
concentrated on a presentation of its objectives and rules. What is more, he 



characterized financial instruments (so the structural funds) and focused on 
showing financial resources and possibilities of spending them in Poland in years 
2003-2007. 

Chapter two: “Usage of the public procurement law in Union’s projects” 
concentrates on a matter of projects implementation in an aspect of carrying out 
the procedures of awarding a public contract. The author characterizes an 
incremental approach to this branch of law, shows its development, he focuses on 
a tender mode and also particularly on a very important issue (from a normative 
and juridical point of view) that is legal remedies.  

Chapter three: “Financial corrections as an element of European’s resources 
spending control” concentrates around a dynamic embracement of financial 
corrections that are used in cases of incorrectly lead procedures of awarding a 
public contract. In particular, the author, using a method of deeds’ exegesis and 
creative interpretation, tries to explain and assess a legal nature of financial 
corrections and in a Polish law system. Further on, by using a structural approach, 
he tries to present a process of imposing financial corrections, in particular showing 
some inconsistencies and a lack of coherence from people authorized to do so. In 
the last part of this chapter the author of this paper introduces a subject of a 
schedule of charges for correction and explains its meaning for already using it 
institutions, as well as for beneficiaries of union’s resources themselves.  

Chapter four: “A protection from a correction imposition – selected examples 
of imposing sanctions” pictures some chosen situations, in which a financial 
correction has been imposed on a designer. A particular research attention focuses 
on an argumentation of the body imposing the correction, as well as beneficiaries 
themselves. These are a typical real-life cases, in which the author had an 
opportunity to participate. Further on in the chapter, appealing – office and judicial 
proceedings have been characterized in details.  

The author indicated some existing gaps and appearing lawful and institutional 
doubts. In the last part of this chapter some postulates appear. They are a 
reflection of the author’s opinion on a prevalent situation in a field of financial 
corrections impositions, they also include generalizations, conclusions and 
thoughts.  

A narration in this paper is conducted in a political science and legal 
approach. Some issues are only signalized, other ones are widely explored. Some 
matters are subjective and some are characterized with a deep objectivity.  

As it is easily seen, a corrections impositions’ policy seems to be some kind of 
a case study in Poland that gives a lot of explanatory possibilities. Through his 
researches and investigations the author tried to find some questions and answers 
relating to causes of relevancy of these politics. An additional motivation to gain 
such interest by this issue was an indubitably small number of publications related 
to financial corrections in the public procurement law. 

However, the author is aware of the fact that his paper is only a tiny piece of 
this complex research area. It seems almost impossible to capture all of the issues 
relating to the problem of financial corrections in union’s projects and it very likely 
results partly from its complexity, permanent changes and process 
multidimensionality. 

It causes even stronger need to go deeper into this field, to be able to mobilize 
and at the same time shape some new appearing developmental processes in this 



area. It seems that in this moment it is very important that any changes that exist or 
can come into existence could be inscribed in a context, so they can evolutionally 
reconfigure the reality, using in it a process of learning from the earlier made 
mistakes in the aspect of imposing financial corrections in union’s projects. 

Writing this paper, the author used a lot of commentaries relating to the public 
procurement law, publications discussing the issues of European projects, articles 
from science magazines and also the Internet resources. A quite rich jurisdiction in 
this area was an addendum of an executed bibliographic query.  

Comments from some authors appeared to be very helpful, especially from J. 
Pieróg (Public procurement law, Warsaw, 2012

4
), S. Babiarz (Public procurement 

law. Commentary, Warsaw, 2011
5
), E. Norek (Public procurement law. 

Commentary to the act, Warsaw 2010
6
) and a publication of J. Olszewska-Stompel 

and J. Rokicki (Public procurements are not difficult, Warsaw, 2012
7
). In their 

papers, they made a wide explanation of the public procurement law and rules of 
awarding them with a special compliance of Union’s resources engagement.  

What is more, if we look at a regional (cohesion) policy, its notion is curiously 
presented by A. F. Bocian – Regional policy – realization problems in Regional 
development and economic growth (Białystok, 2002)

8
. A different view of this 

subject was presented by Irena Pietrzyk and K. A. Wojtaszczyk in Structural funds 
and regional policy in the European Union (Warsaw, 2005)

9
. A similar position was 

taken by Z. Gilowska in her paper Directions of Polish regional policy (Warsaw, 
1998)

10
. An interesting approach to the regional development was a publication of 

K. Głąbicka and M. Grewiński – European regional policy (Warsaw, 2003)
11

 and 
similarly T. A. Grzeszczyk – Evaluation of projects with the European Union’s 
funding (Warsaw, 2006)

12
. It is worth to mention some newer work on the issue of 

regional policy, such as A. M. Leśniewski and P. Dziekański – Regional 
development policy in integration process conditions (Warsaw, 2012)

13
, S. 

Pastuszka – Regional policy of the European Union – aims and tools (Warsaw, 
2012)

14
, E. Pancer-Cybulska and E. Szostak – Cohesion policy in a period 2014-

2020 and Europe’s regions development (Wrocław, 2012)
15

, Ł. Piętak – Regional 
policy in Spain in a period 1989-2006 (Bytom, 2011)

16
. An interesting way of 

looking at the issue of regionalism and regional policy can be found in a publication 
of P. Churski titled Regional development factors and regional policy in Poland in a 
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period of integration with the European Union (Poznań, 2011)
17

; contemplations on 
a public policy in a context of regional processes are also conducted by N. Nugent 
– European Union. Power and politics (Cracow, 2013)

18
. Publications discussing 

Union’s projects belong to: J. Duraj (Economic projects evaluation, Łódź 2006)
19

, 
M. Jankowska, A. Sokół and A. Wicher (European Union’s Funds 2007-2013, 
Warsaw 2008)

20
. The issue of financial corrections has been very widely 

undertaken in a few publications. These are inter alia: elaboration of H. Kerzner: 
Project Management. A System Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling 
(New York 1998)

21
; M. Kura: Monitoring, audit and control of the European Union’s 

aid means in Preparing Poland to absorption of structural funds (Warsaw, 2003)
22

. 
The newest publications include a paper of J. Łacny – Financial business 
protection of the UE in a cohesion policy field (Warsaw, 2010)

23
. The issue of using 

financial corrections found its reflection in field-specific, often professional 
publications. In this case, publications of a former President of the Public 
Procurement Government were very helpful. They include: W. Dzierżanowski – 
Financial corrections as an element of European resources’ spending control in 
Public Procurements – Advisor, October 2011, no. 174

24
 and an elaboration W. 

Dzierżanowski – Competition protection in public procurement law (Warsaw 
2012)

25
. What is more, it is worth to feature articles such as W. Hartung – Financial 

Corrections in Union’s projects in European Union’s Law 2011, no. 11 (45)
26

, B. 
Janicki – Prosecution of financial corrections in Public Procurements – Advisor, 
October 2011, no. 174

27
, R. Pruszkowski – Consequences of violating a discipline 

of public finances while awarding contracts in Public Procurements – Advisor, 
January 2012, no. 177

28
; same author – Public procurements’ control and financial 

corrections in Public procurements – Advisor, October 2011, no. 174
29

. An 
interesting view of the financial corrections issue is presented in articles of R. 
Szostak titled Legal character of financial corrections in Public Procurements – 
Advisor, October 2011, no. 174

30
 and Novelization directions of the Act of 
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responsibility for violating a discipline of public finances in Public Procurements – 
Advisor, January 2012, no. 177

31
. 

An invaluable role was fulfilled by a jurisdiction, including a jurisdiction of the 
Court of Justice of the European Union

32
, Courts of Law

33
 and the National 

Chamber of Appeal
34

. Opinions and expertise of Public Procurements Office
35

 had 
an important role in discussing the issue, as well as a lot of explanations and 
communicates of the European Commission.  

Complements of it all were numerous meetings of the author and relations 
with auditors of the European Commission from DG REGIO. Thanks to them, on 
living examples, he could follow politics and an approach of EU officials to financial 
corrections issue

36
. 

A crowning of researches that were made on the subject was a possibility to 
work in the Centre of Innovation and Technology Transfer Development in Poznan 
University of Technology, under which the author was responsible for auction 
proceedings with a contribution of Union’s resources and also for explaining any 
doubts related to financial corrections. 

He also helped the Rector of the University of Physical Education in Poznan 
with cases that concerned imposing financial corrections by conducting appealing 
proceedings that resulted with making the imposed financial correction lower. 
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